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Summary of Project 

The flap system used on a Cessna 172, the most widely used personal aircraft, suffers 

from heavy components, surface discontinuities, and complex hardware configurations that 

necessitate the design of a compliant flap, which will change shapes from the default NACA 

2412 geometry to improve wing performance during take-off, cruising, and landing, while 

reducing surface discontinuities and mechanism weight. Compared to other attempts at 

compliant wings, the flap system is the focus of this design because full-wing designs lack the 

structural rigidity needed to be feasible, and other novel approaches such as material selection 

and actuation method are adopted. The goal of this design project is to fabricate an internally 

powered scale model that is servo-actuated by an Arduino and will be placed on an unhinged, 

double-pylon test structure for wind tunnel testing the transition between three different 

configurations for specific flight events, which will validate computational fluid dynamics 

analysis of the system. 
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Executive Summary 

The success of this project hinges on equal participation and effort from each team 

member. In order to ensure all necessary work is completed, we break down tasks week by week. 

As Project Manager, Jacob takes notes at each meeting and separates work into equal chunks. 

This is communicated to all team members via a weekly email. He also assisted with the design 

options for flap actuation and the test stand. Both subsystems required multiple people to 

brainstorm, sketch, and consider the relative difficulty of each. Once detailed design begins, 

Jacob will work heavily on the actuator and airfoil skin design.  

Nial worked primarily on the flap actuation design, coming up with ideas, sketching 

potential geometries, and researching the pros and cons of various actuators. He is also 

responsible for creating a manufacturing plan so we can begin building once design is finished 

and will assist in the detailed design of the actuators and airfoil skin.  

Tito worked heavily on the design for the test stand. This required multiple ideas to be 

generated, sketches drawn, and pros and cons to be determined for each. He researched various 

wind tunnel options for testing, including one owned by Wentworth and some from outside 

sources. He will also be responsible for test stand design (mechanical and control systems) once 

basic design parameters are finalized.  

Andrew specializes in the computational fluid dynamics aspect of the project. Having 

worked with complex CFD programs in the past, he has expertise in this field that the rest of the 

group does not. He generated a list of potential airfoil shapes for our project and researched how 

each of these would affect flight parameters. He also researched how to properly use a wind 
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tunnel in order to get accurate data by speaking with professors and industry professionals. Once 

our detailed design is complete, Andrew will use CFD programs to validate wind tunnel data.  

We feel that each group member has contributed equally to the project and brings a 

unique set of skills to aid in our success. All team members contributed to the initial ideas 

brainstorming and work equally on deliverables (presentations, reports, weekly assignments). 

While not all aspects of the project happen in parallel, group members that have a lighter work 

load during a given week assist where needed.  
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Compliant Flap Project 

Introduction 

Modern aircraft utilize flap structures to increase wing length for increased lift during 

take-off, retracted flaps for cruising, and deploy flaps in a downward position for increased drag 

during descent and landing.  

  

 

As seen in the figures above, the flaps have multiple points of surface discontinuity. In addition, 

the components needed to operate the flaps are heavy. These flaps are fundamental to flight, so 

they are used on small and large aircraft alike. Opportunities abound to make flight more 

efficient by reducing mechanism density to increase fuel efficiency and or reducing drag on key 

parts of the aircraft such as the wing by removing surface discontinuities. 

 The application of compliant design to wing structures is a candidate that has the 

potential to take advantage of both design opportunities enumerated above. The first compliant 

wing was on the plane designed by the Wright brothers, but contemporary research on compliant 

wing design started in the 2000s. Prior designs have attempted to make the entire wing a 

compliant mechanism. This almost completely eliminates surface discontinuities along the entire 
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surface area of the wing. Also, the lack of joints reduces the amount of hardware needed, and 

thus the overall weight of the wing is reduced. 

 Despite those advantages gained from compliant wing designs, a whole wing being 

compliant is not feasible. The flexible properties of compliant mechanisms utilized over an entire 

wing bring about serious concerns over the strength and reliability of the wing under strong 

aerodynamic loads. Second, the number of actuators needed to make a compliant wing create 

multiple failure points any one of which could severely reduce the function of the wing if failure 

occurs. These reasons have stopped compliant applications to wing design from being 

commercially viable, but no research has been conducted on making only a portion of the wing 

compliant, specifically the flap system, which undergoes the most significant geometry changes 

over a typical flight course. Designing only the flap as a compliant mechanism resolves the two 

issues stated above related to the prior compliant wing designs. Fewer actuators reduces the 

effect of a failed actuator, which increases the overall reliability of the wing, and having only the 

flap be compliant means that the rest of the wing can act as a rigid structural body. Thus the 

advantages gained from compliant design can be applied to a wing system without reductions to 

the structural or operational integrity of the wing, which makes it a feasible concept. 

 The objective of the proposed project is to design a compliant flap that is optimized for 

various stages of flight (i.e., cruising, take-off, landing). The flap would be modeled after the 

flight conditions and airfoil of a Cessna 172 but as mentioned before this technology has 

applications and benefits for all aircraft. The 172 was chosen as a model because it is the most 

constructed plane in the world (there are four times more 172s then Boeing 737s) and because its 

fuel efficiency is relatively low at approximately 14 mpg (McIver).  
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The end result of this project will be a fully actuated, testable, compliant flap that yields 

results when tested in a wind tunnel. Success will be measured by the flaps ability to accurately 

conform to the three pre-determined airfoil shapes within a few seconds, without the need for 

discontinuities in the airfoil skin. Because this is a scaled down model of a 172 airfoil, the test 

results will likely vary from a full scale 172 airfoil.  

This project is feasible for a two semester capstone course because we have experience 

with fluid mechanics and computational fluid dynamics (CDF) in addition to having outside 

resources for validation. Another factor that contributes to this project’s feasibility is the type of 

resources available to us at Wentworth. Wentworth already has a wind tunnel and an additive 

manufacturing lab which will reduce the lead time of this project drastically versus having to hire 

outside manufacturers and test engineers. 

Needs Assessment 

 A typical airfoil utilizes a significant number of flaps to alter flight characteristics, for 

takeoff, landing, and some cruising situations. Each of these flaps and their associated hardware 

creates discontinuities in the skin of the airfoil, causing unnecessary and unplanned drag. 

Because of this, there is a significant loss to flight efficiency and fuel economy. NASA reports 

that just a 1% decrease in drag on the US fleet of wide-bodied aircraft would save $140 million 

annually so even the smallest optimization has the potential to save a fortune as well as help 

reduce carbon emissions (Kota). The discontinuities in some designs also cause a gap in the wing 

that bridges the high-pressure and low-pressure zones, leading to further inefficiency (Sadraey). 

Additionally, every moving part of a flap and control surface must be fixed to the wing, move on 

a joint, and be actuated causing a build up of hardware like nuts and bolts, increasing weight. All 

of these factors contribute to a given flights efficiency, so replacing traditional flaps with a 
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compliant flap will have a significant impact on the flight quality and will save plane owners 

money. 

Specifications 

 There are three categories of technical specifications. First, the design must be applicable 

to a currently produced aircraft. The target application will be the Cessna 172 flap system since it 

is the most mass-produced aircraft in existence. Additionally, the 172 has poor fuel efficiency 

averaging 12 nautical miles per gallon so efficiency gains made by decreasing drag and 

decreasing weight improves the vehicle efficiency for the large number of Cessna 172 owners. 

The airfoil and flap system employed on the 172 is the NACA 2412, which is shown below. 

 

The flap design must at least meet the standards set by the aerodynamic properties of the NACA 

2412, which is the airfoil design used by the Cessna 172, but improving the aerodynamics of the 

NACA 2412 is certainly a secondary goal to be pursued after the current properties have been 

matched. The aerodynamic comparison of the NACA 2412 airfoil to the new flap design will be 

quantitatively assessed by comparing drag-lift ratios, drag-angle of attack ratios, lift-angle of 

attack ratios, and other standard metrics used in aerodynamic design. An example plot of the 

ratio of the lift to the drag coefficients versus alpha, the angle of attack, at Reynolds numbers 

between 50,000 and 1,000,000 is provided. 
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Additionally, the flow over the compliant flap design must not have points of boundary layer 

separation at any region on the flap surface since separation increases pressure drag and reduces 

lift, which decreases efficiency. Airfoils in use have been designed and rigorously tested to 

ensure that at operating speeds and angles of attack, there is no boundary layer separation. The 

figure below is a visual representation of boundary layer separation. 

 

Another part of the first preliminary specification is that the compliant flap design must weigh 

less than the current flap on the NACA 2412. The wing group of a Cessna 172 weighs 236 

pounds with a wing group density of 2.489 pounds per cubic foot. (McIver) The final component 
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of the first preliminary specification of the compliant flap design that specifically relies on the 

Cessna 172 as the model application is the transition speed between flap geometry 

configurations, which must be determined with the 172’s optimal operating altitude and speed as 

well as take-off and landing angles of attack in mind. Also, the lifespan of the compliant flap 

must match that of the Cessna 172’s default design. A Cessna 172 must be inspected every 

30,000 flight hours, and within any given flight operation, the current NACA2412 flaps are 

actuated about four to five times so the current flaps undergo approximately 120,000 to 150,000 

cycles per inspection period. 

 The second specification is that a scaled model of the final design must be able to fit in 

one of the wind tunnels at the team’s disposal to test the program-controlled actuators and 

provide experimental aerodynamic data of the flap behavior in each of the four configurations 

(take-off, cruising, and landing) as well as the aerodynamics of the transition between any two 

configurations. The use of the Cessna 172 as the main application for this project plays an 

indirect, but important role in this specification too. It would be very difficult to properly scale 

up a compliant mechanism with actuators from a small model to the size of a passenger aircraft 

such as a Boeing 737. The small size of the Cessna 172 allows for a smaller scaling factor 

between the model and the actual flap size. Both available wind tunnels have dimensions of 

twelve 24 inches long by 12 inches wide by 12 inches tall. Models in wind tunnels must not have 

a projected frontal area normal to the flow inlet that is greater than ten percent of the cross-

sectional area of the wind tunnel test section normal to the flow inlet so for the given wind tunnel 

dimensions, the model’s projected frontal area must not exceed 14.4 square inches. Based on this 

dimension restriction, the Reynolds number regime used to test the flap in all potential flight 
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situations is between zero and 5.75 million. Additionally, the test stand must be designed such 

that it can interface with the wind tunnel that will be used for testing. 

 The final specification is that the system must actuate upon command by a programmed 

electrical control system with an internal power source. It will not be sufficient to have an 

actuator system that requires manual intervention or an external power supply. At the same time, 

this design team does not have any electrical engineers, so the control system must take on a 

simple form that achieves the specification without requiring specific electrical engineering 

expertise. 

Conceptual Design 

Design Options 

 To generate three design options, the subsystems of the flap were analyzed to generate 

design option feature lists. 

Subsystem 1: Airfoil Shapes 

 For subsystem 1, airfoil shapes were selected based on their characteristics at different 

Reynold’s Numbers. For the takeoff and landing scenarios, two airfoils were presented as 

options. For takeoff, the group was looking for high lift characteristics at lower Reynolds 

numbers, while for landing higher drag was required. Below are images of the airfoil options: 

 

AH-79-K-143/18 (takeoff) 
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APEX 16 (takeoff) 

 

AH-81-K-144 W-F KLAPPE (landing) 

 

BOEING 707 0.08 SPAN (landing)  

Subsystem 2: Actuators 

Subsystem 2 was dedicated to the actuation mechanism of the flap. The four options that 

were considered by the group are electric servos, pneumatic pistons, stepper motors, and memory 

materials (the latter not being an entirely serious consideration but one the group though was 

worth investigating). 

Subsystem 3: Test Stand 

Subsystem 3 comprised of two parts, the control system and the frame design. For the 

controller, the Arduino and Raspberry Pi microcontrollers were considered. The next part of 

subsystem 3 was the frame design. The frame was to have either a single pylon entering through 
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the bottom of the flap or a double pylon attaching to both sides of the flap (see images below). 

Additionally, whichever pylon was chosen would either be fixed or have a hinge to change the 

angle of the flap. 

 The following design options were developed for the assessment of the group’s final 

design decision. It was determined that the test stand’s frame had to be a double pylon system to 

achieve the groups initial design constraints. 

Design Option 1 

Design option one consists of the following: 

• BOEING 707 0.08 SPAN as the landing airfoil 

• AH-79-K-143/18 as the takeoff airfoil 

• Electric servos as the actuator 

• Raspberry Pi as the micro controller 

The object of this design is to achieve more complex airfoils via the means of more complex 

control systems. The complex airfoils could yield better flight characteristics such as drag and 

lift as a trade of for their difficulty. 

Design Option 2 

Design option two consists of the following: 

• AH-81-K-144 W-F KLAPPE as the landing airfoil 

• APEX 16 as the takeoff airfoil 

• Electric servos as the actuator 

• Arduino Uno as the micro controller 
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This design is meant to have simpler airfoils that could be achieved through simpler actuation 

and mostly linear displacements. A simpler and better documented micro controller can be used 

in this design option. 

Design Option 3 

Design option three consists of the following: 

• AH-81-K-144 W-F KLAPPE as the landing airfoil 

• APEX 16 as the takeoff airfoil 

• Pneumatic Pistons as the actuator 

• Arduino Uno as the micro controller 

Design three has all the simplicity of design two but is achieving it’s actuation through the 

use of pneumatics rather than servos. Pneumatics can provide higher power actuation to the 

design but also usually require more space and auxiliary systems like air compressors. 

Analysis of Design Options 

Experimental Results and Analysis 

 The group considered two options to actuate the deformation of the airfoil skin. Design 

options one and two utilized electric servos for this purpose. Servos are a very common actuator 

for all applications, meaning they can be found in a variety of sizes, with a range of specs for 

power, range of motion, and interface type. Due to the scale of our project, most hobby servos 

will be in the correct range of specs for our need, but more powerful ones can be used for a full-

scale mechanism. Due to their rotary motion, servos also provide a lot of options for actuation 

method (cam, linkage, cable, etc.).  
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Conceptual Application of Servo 

 

 Design option three considered the use of pneumatic pistons for skin deformation 

actuation. Pneumatics offer a lot of power at high speeds with two well defined positions. While 

smaller pneumatics are more difficult to come by than servos, there are several options on the 

market in the size and power range needed. Pneumatics, however, pose some challenges in 

regard to mobility. With only two fixed positions, multiple cylinders would be needed for each 

location to achieve three different airfoil shapes. They are also heavier than servos and only 

come in standard stroke lengths.  
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Conceptual Application of Pneumatic Piston 

 

 To help make preliminary design options, the group needed to have a preliminary set of 

dimensions. The driving factor in the size of the flap is its ability to fit inside the wind tunnel and 

collect useful data. From research, the group found that the frontal cross section of the flap 

needed to be at most 10% of the working cross section of the wind tunnel. The group took the 

default NACA2412 airfoil and bent it at a 30-degree angle halfway along the test flap to 

approximate the largest frontal area. Then, the flap was scaled up to meet the 10% requirement. 

Through this preliminary analysis, the group now had geometry to determine the available space 

inside the flap for actuators and other components. The maximum thickness of the flap would be 

approximately 2.52” and the maximum length would be 21”. 
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Preliminary Size Analysis Terms 

 

Preliminary Frontal Dimensions 
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Preliminary Side Dimensions 

 The next set of experiments were to determine the distribution and force requirements to 

deform the default airfoil to the target airfoil. For this analysis, the group decided to use the 

NACA2412 as the default airfoil, the APEX16 as the takeoff airfoil, and the AH81-K-144 W-F 

KLAPPE (abbreviated to AH81 in this document) as the landing airfoil. The group chose an 

initial skin thickness of 0.03” and an initial material of 3D printed ASA plastic. 

 The skin was segmented to have six discrete flat areas on which to apply forces 

perpendicular to the skin’s contours. The process of guessing what forces to apply to the skin 

commenced but was found to be very sensitive and mostly unreliable to get accurate 

deformation. The ultimate solution that yielded the best results was the use of Solidworks 

Simulation Suite’s “prescribed displacement” load. This tool was used to move the flat regions 

of the skin the distance from the default airfoil to a perpendicular point on the desired airfoil. In 

effect, this load acts similarly to a rotating cam if the skin is being pushed or a cable in tension if 

the skin is being pulled.  
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The NACA2412 skin showing the locations of the prescribed displacements  and the 

magnitudes of said displacements 

 

 

The initial APEX16 simulation and it’s target airfoil  
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The initial AH81 simulation and it’s target airfoil  

 It’s worth noting that the AH81 airfoil has a shorter overall length than the other two 

airfoils to maintain the same perimeter, so a small relief joint had to be added to the rib section to 

accommodate this difference. 

 This initial simulation gave the group two major takeaways: 1. The skin was smoother 

when deformed if the skin was thicker but required more force to deform and 2. The fore-most 

displacement was more useful to an even shape if it was moved back several inches because of 

the skin-rib connection. 

 To test a final skin thickness, the group 3D printed three sets of ASA test circles. Each set 

had a different wall thickness (0.03”, 0.06”, and 0.12”) and two different outer diameters (3” and 

4”). From these prints, it was determined that an increase in diameter decreased overall stiffness 

of the circles and increased wall thickness increased the overall stiffness amongst the same 

diameter circles. It was also found that the 0.03” circle was 1 layer of plastic thick while the 

0.06” sample was 3 layers thick. The group decided that based on these tests the best wall 

thickness to use was at a two-layer thickness, or approximately 0.045”. In the simulation, this 

new thickness smoothed out the deformed airfoil desirably. 
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 This initial simulation was only designed to check for deformation shape and could not 

be used to accurately determine factors of safety or fatigue capabilities. Future simulations with a 

complete 3D model will be used to determine these factors and finish verifying the design. 

Assembly Tolerance and Part Dimensions 

 During design, specific part tolerance must be considered in order to design within spec. 

The group considered the manufacturing tools and equipment available when deciding part 

tolerance. Most parts, including the skin of the airfoil, will be 3D printed on the Fortus 450 at 

Wentworth which can hold a tolerance of +/- 0.005. Individual dimension tolerance is outside of 

our control with 3D printed parts, so all dimensions of 3D printed parts will be held to +/- 0.005. 

Some parts will be machined on a standard 2 axis lathe. The only interface with each of these 

parts will be a press or clearance fit inside of a 3D printed hole. As the printer holds a tolerance 

of +/- 0.005, turned parts will be held to a tolerance of -0.005, +0.000 to ensure that they fit 

inside the printed holes.  

Manufacturing Routing 

Additive Manufacturing 

1. Design part in Solidworks. 

2. Save as STL file. 

3. Order part through WIT Additive Manufacturing Center. 

4. Remove leftover support material. 

5. Sanding and finishing as needed. 

Test Stand Spine 

1. Cut to 2.75” length. 
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Servo Shaft 

1. Cut shaft to 2.15” length. 

2. Turn 0.25” diameter circular feature to a depth of 0.125” on lathe. 

3. Drill 0.1065” diameter hole using mill. 

4. Tap hole using #6-32 UNC tap. 

 

Cost of Parts 

 

Per Item Subtotal

Arduino N/A $30

Wiring N/A $5

Breadboard N/A $10

Servos $15 $45

Power Supply N/A $20

M4 Bolts $0.16 $2.24

M4 Nuts $0.08 $0.48

1/8" Paracord $4

Airfoil $90 $270

Test Stand N/A $50

Test Stand Spine N/A $6

Fore-Servo Cam $4 $4

Mid-Servo Cam $4 $8

Aft-Servo Cam $2 $2

Servo Coupler $3 $9

Servo Shaft N/A $14

$480

Control System

Actuators

Manufacturing

Budget

Total
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Assembly and Detailed Drawings 
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Decision Matrices 

Goals and Rating 

A list of five design goals were created based on the group’s design specifications: 

• Rigidity – The ability of the design to be secure under all forms of testing and 

displacements 

• Compactness – The relative density of the designs components and ability to fit in small 

spaces 

• Scalability – The ability of the design to be blown up to a full scale design after being 

fully developed 

• Controllability – The easy with which the actuators and controllers can control the 

movement of the flap’s skin. 

These goals were then ranked against each other in a ranking matrix. The goals in the row 

title were compared to the goals in each column title. A score of 0 means that the goal is less 

important, a score of 0.5 means that the goal is equal in importance, and a score of 1 means the 

goal is more important. The sum of these scores is the design goal’s final score and is used to 

rank the goals in order of importance. 

Goals Rigidity Compactness Scalability Controllability Score 

Rigidity X 0.5 1 0.5 2 

Compactness 1 X 0.5 1 2.5 

Scalability 0 0 X 0.5 0.5 

Controllability 0.5 0 0.5 X 1 

Goal Rating Matrix 

Goal Weighting 

A weight was assigned to each goal to further differentiate their relative importance 
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Goals Compactness Rigidity Controllability Scalability 

Weight 100% 90% 75% 50% 

Goal Weight Table 

Design Option Assessment 

With relative weights assigned to the goals, the three design options could now be rated. 

Each design option was scored from zero to ten on it’s ability to reach each design goal. The 

rating was then multiplied by the corresponding goal’s weight in order to calculate a weighted 

score of each design option. 

Goals Compactness Rigidity Controllability Scalability Weighted Total 

Option 1 10 8 4 5 22.7 

Option 2 8 8 9 6 25.0 

Option 3 4 10 5 7 20.3 

Final Design Matrix 

 From this calculation, the group found that design option 2 was the best design option to 

pursue for this project. It’s score of twenty-five points makes is a clear winner compared to the 

other two scores. 

 

Final Design Option 

Part List 

The project’s parts are numbered by the convention outlined below: 

Manufactured Part 0XXXX 

Purchased Part 5XXXX 

Assembly 8XXXX 

Technical Drawing DXXXXX 

Manufacturing 
Procedure PXXXXX 

Top Level Assembly 80XXX 

Test Stand Assembly 81XXX 
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Fore-Servo Assembly 82XXX 

Mid-Servo Assembly 83XXX 

Aft-Servo Assembly 84XXX 

Metal Part XX1XX 

Plastic Part XX2XX 

3D Printed Part XX3XX 

Electronics X04XX 

Fastener X05XX 

Other XX6XX 

 

Bills of Materials 

Part 
Number 

Name Material Description QTY 

101 Servo Shaft Aluminum modified 0.25” keystock 6 

301 Skin ASA 3D printed airfoil skin with internal rib 1 

1101 Test Stand Spine Aluminum 
Rod of aluminum to stiffen the test 
stand 

1 

1301 Test Stand ASA 3D Printed test stand structure 1 

2301 Fore-Servo Cam ASA 3D Printed CAM for 82000 1 

2302 Servo Coupler ASA Servo to shaft coupler 1 

2601 Fore Servo Cord Paracord 1/8” Paracord 1 

3301 Mid-Servo Cam ASA 3D Printed CAM for 83000 1 

3302 Servo Coupler ASA Servo to shaft coupler 1 

4301 Aft-Servo Cam ASA 3D Printed CAM for 84000 1 

4302 Servo Coupler ASA Servo to shaft coupler 1 

4601 Aft Servo Cord 1 Paracord 1/8” Paracord 1 

4602 Aft Servo Cord 2 Paracord 1/8” Paracord 1 

50401 Servo N/A Adafruit 1450 Electric Servo 3 

50501 Servo Nut 
Zinc Coated 
Steel 

M4 Nut 6 

50502 Servo Bolt 
Zinc Coated 
Steel 

M4 bolt 12 

51401 Microcontroller N/A Arduino Uno Rev 3 1 

51502 Test stand Bolt 
Zinc Coated 
Steel 

M4 Bolt 2 
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Purchased Parts 

Part 
Number Name Description Source 

50401 Servo 
Adafruit 1450 
Electric Servo Adafruit 

50501 Servo Nut M4 Nut Bolt Depot 

51401 Microcontroller Arduino Uno Rev 3 Arduino 

51502 Test stand Bolt M4 Bolt Bolt Depot 

50502 Servo Bolt M4 bolt Bolt Depot 

 

Manufacturing Parts 

Part 
Number Name Description 

00101 Servo Shaft modified 0.25” keystock 

00301 Skin 3D printed airfoil skin with internal rib 

01101 Test Stand Spine Rod of aluminum to stiffen the test stand 

01301 Test Stand 3D Printed test stand structure 

02301 Fore-Servo Cam 3D Printed CAM for 82000 

02302 Servo Coupler Servo to shaft coupler 

02601 Fore Servo Cord 1/8” Paracord 

03301 Mid-Servo Cam 3D Printed CAM for 83000 

03302 Servo Coupler Servo to shaft coupler 

04301 Aft-Servo Cam 3D Printed CAM for 84000 

04302 Servo Coupler Servo to shaft coupler 

04601 Aft Servo Cord 1 1/8” Paracord 

04602 Aft Servo Cord 2 1/8” Paracord 
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Drawings 

Assembly Drawings 
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Part Drawings 
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Final Design Plan 

Purchasing Plan 

All parts will be purchased with the aid of Herb Connors, the head of laboratories in the school 

of engineering at Wentworth Institute of Technology. The bolts and nylon lock nuts will be 

purchased from Bolt Depot. The Arduino will be purchased as part of a kit that includes all of the 

necessary parts to set up basic Arduino systems. Only three servos are needed to successfully 

complete the design, but a fourth servo will be purchased as back-up in the event one of the 

servos breaks. The cord and aluminum stock will be purchased from McMasterCarr. Finally, 3D 

printing orders for the Additive Manufacturing Center will be processed through Wentworth 

Institute of Technology’s PaperCut printing service. 

Manufacturing Plan 

The majority of the manufacturing for this project is 3D printing. The machining required for the 

test stand is minimal, not even requiring the lathe station or milling machine. There is no 

challenging materials to machine as aluminum will be the primary material for parts not 3D 

printed. The benefit to 3D printing a majority of the components is that it allows for rapid 

changes to be made to the design when problems are encountered with less cost compared to 

using other materials and manufacturing methods. 

Experimentation Plan 

Computational fluid dynamics simulations will be used to predict the turbulence created by the 

test stand. The primary experimental test will be the wind tunnel. The Wentworth wind tunnel 

has a maximum air speed of 60 miles per hour, and the wind tunnel at Baxter Academy in Maine 

has a maximum air speed of approximately 200 miles per hour. The Wentworth wind tunnel uses 
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smoke as the primary optical evaluation technique, while the Baxter Academy uses sublimating 

carbon dioxide as the optical tracing technique. The Wentworth wind tunnel will be a good quick 

iteration tool because of its proximity to the school’s 3D printing services, but the Baxter wind 

tunnel will provide more realistic operating conditions for the airfoil since high wind speeds 

approach the similarity solution’s required air speed. 

Final Documentation Plan 

The complete documentation package will contain the final report, the technical poster, all part 

and assembly drawings, part and assembly manufacturing procedures, and the experimental test 

plan. 

Conclusions 

The final design has been presented. The small and lightweight servos allow for the actuation 

between simple airfoil geometries meeting the design specifications of a flap that is less dense 

than the original and more aerodynamically efficient. Simulations will determine if the servos are 

strong enough to withstand aerodynamic loads. The servos will be actuated by an electrically 

contained system controlled by a simply programmed Arduino. Moving forward, a securing 

mechanism for the cams will be developed, and fatigue simulations to determine the total 

number of cycles for the lifetime of a compliant flap. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Team Qualifications 

Tito Bermudez 

Tito has taken classes in the manufacturing minor at Wentworth and is more than 

qualified to help with the fabrication of parts for this project. Additionally, Tito has experience 

working with Wentworth facilities while on his first Co-Op experience so he will be able to help 

the group interface with the school’s resources. 

Nial McInally 

 Nial has had two Co-Ops in the manufacturing engineering field, taken Wentworth’s 

manufacturing minor classes, and used Solidworks extensively. Along with Tito, Nial will be an 

asset to the group’s manufacturing capabilities and will be a key part of the groups 3D modeling 

and document control system management. 

Andrew Lanzrath 

 Andrew is the group’s computational fluid dynamics and thermos-fluids expert. He has 

worked on various CDF projects in his free time and in collaboration with Wentworth’s 

professors. His code will be required to test the groups final products against wind tunnel data. 

Jacob Willette 

 Jacob has manufacturing and design experience from his Co-Ops that will be 

implemented in this project. He has over five years of experience in Solidworks in addition to a 

Solidworks CSWP certification which will be valuable to the 3D modeling and mechanical 

design aspects of this project. 
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Appendix 2: Resumes of Team Members 

Tito Bermudez 
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Nial McInally 
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Andrew Lanzrath 
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Jacob Willette 
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Appendix 3: Weekly Working Notes 
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Appendix 4: Samples of Group’s Engineering Notebooks 

Tito Bermudez 
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Nial McInally 
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Andrew Lanzrath
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Jacob Willette 
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Appendix 5: Breakdown of Tasks 

• Tito Bermudez 

o Primary Duties 

▪ Design Test Stand and relevant interfaces 

▪ Provide Drawings and 3D models for Test Stand 

▪ Chief Manufacturing Engineer 

• Provide manufacturing insight for whole project 

• Nial McInally 

o Primary Duties 

▪ Design Servo Cam mechanisms and relevant interfaces 

▪ Chief Technical Drafter 

• Provide Drawings and 3D models for Servo Cam mechanisms 

• Provided Assembly Drawings for all assemblies  

• Andrew Lanzrath 

o Primary Duties 

▪ Chief Aerodynamicist and Computational Fluid Dynamics Expert 

• Assessed CFD codes and developed accurate testing models 

▪ Editor-in-chief of all major reports and presentations 

• Jacob Willette 

o Primary Duties 

▪ Design flap’s skin and relevant interfaces 

▪ Chief Finite Element Analyst 
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• Ran all solidworks simulations that were out of the purview of 

aerodynamics 

▪ Project Manager 

• Organized all tasks 

• Organized the submission of assignments and work distribution 

• Created Gantt charts and organized team vision 
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Appendix 6: Schedule and Progress 

Sprint 2 (3/14-4/20) 

 Sprint 2 picks up after spring break and lasts until the end of the spring semester. The 

primary goal of this sprint is to finish the initial design of the flap to a point where it is ready to 

be constructed when the summer semester begins. Along side this, the group will be completing 

the formal report and other end of semester assignments. 

 

Sprint 2 Gantt Chart  

Sprint 3 (5/11-7/1) 

 Sprint 3 occurs from the beginning of the summer semester and lasts until 4th of July 

break. During this period the group will create two working prototypes of their design to evaluate 

and iterate upon. This will be the main period for wind tunnel tests. 
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Sprint 3 Gantt Chart  

Sprint 4 (7/11-8/10) 

 In the period after 4th of July break to the end of the summer semester, the group will 

assemble their final product, employ any last-minute changes, and do any end-of-semester work. 

Windtunnel tests will be done on the final product to ensure it’s efficacy. 

 

Sprint 4 Gantt Chart 

 


